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Abstract: An enormous difficulty in the field of natural language processing is the creation of automatic image captions. The majority of 

researchers have used convolutional neural networks as encoders and recurrent neural networks as decoders. However, a model must be 

able to identify the semantic relationships between the many items visible in an image in order to correctly predict image captions. Encoder 

and decoder states of the attention mechanism are linearly integrated to emphasize both types of data by combining visual information 

from the image and semantic information from the caption. When attempting to predict captions for a particular image, we made use of a 

convolutional neural network that had been previously trained called ResNetRS101 in conjunction with the Bahdanau attention mechanism. 

To evaluate the manner in which the ResNetRS101 Model and the Bahdanau mechanism of attention perform on the same dataset in 

comparison to the conventional CNN-LSTM technique, this is our primary objective. 

Keywords: CNN (Convolutional Neural Network), Deep learning, Gradient descent, LSTM (Long Short Term Memory), Attention 

Mechanism, NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit), ResNet, RNN (Recurrent Neural Networks) 

1. Introduction  

Image captioning, also known as the automatic production of 

descriptions for photographs depicting real-world settings, is 

gaining interest in the disciplines of computer vision [1, 2], 

natural language processing (NLP) [3, 4], picture indexing 

[5, 6], and assisting individuals who are visually impaired. 

The automatic and computer processing of human languages 

is referred to as "Natural Language Processing," which is 

abbreviated as "NLP." It is defined as the process of software 

and common speech automatically exchanging text and 

natural language with one another [7]. It is a difficult 

endeavour that calls for an in-depth grasp of two different 

kinds of media data, specifically language and visual data [8]. 

Although humans find captioning images to be simple, 

artificial intelligence (AI) finds the task to be very difficult. 

Because of this, many people believe that automatically 

captioning photographs based on a comprehensive grasp of 

real-world settings is a challenging and difficult process. 

Thanks to AI's semantic processing of sights, people who are 

blind or have low vision can take advantage of technologies 

such as the brain-machine interface, autonomous or aided 

driving, and intelligent navigation. The deep learning 

network’s architecture is crucial to the success of captioning 

because the NLP creates captions based on visual data 

received from it. Deep learning techniques offer an efficient 

solution for data processing in neural networks, despite their 

extremely complex designs. 

Deep learning has been applied in many industries, which 

involves healthcare, agriculture, and others, because of its 

broad variety of applications. Deep learning has been applied 

in healthcare to predict child disorders [9], [10], classify 

human diseases [11], [12], and solve classification 

difficulties in agriculture [13]–[15] and other image 

processing issues [16], [17]. Captioning uses deep learning 

networks to extract visual data from images. After that, they 

are given to NLP for caption creation. Several studies have 

used Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) and Convolutional 

Neural Networks (CNN) to caption images, including those 

in [18]–[20]. The vast majority of researchers have relied on 

the CNN-LSTM framework when it comes to the captioning 

of images. The CNN performs the function of an image 

encoder, evaluating visual areas and programming them as 

area-specific characteristics, while the LSTM serves as the 

decoder and makes an effort to comprehend all of the words 

that are generated by the CNN. There are two methods that 

can be utilised in order to extract the areas from an image [8]: 

As opposed to splitting an image based on the model's 

architecture, an adaptive method makes use of a bounding 

box to capture the areas of a picture at the object level. This 

is done in place of dividing an image. Even though the 

production of non-visual words such as "the" and "were" and 

"itself" requires very little visual information, these neural 

models of attention are nevertheless obliged to incorporate 

image qualities, which leads to the generation being misled.  

 It is important to note that the method by which a model 

makes use of an image’s features—both visual and non-
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visual objects—is of utmost importance. The content of a 

picture should be focused while coming up with words for 

visual things, whereas the hints should be focused when 

coming up with captions for non-visual words. In order to 

avoid being tricked, the attention mechanism places a greater 

emphasis on the vector of non-visual characteristics than it 

does on the visual characteristic vector. As a result, attention 

models are employed to resolve confounding issues and 

produce appropriate captions for non-visual things shown in 

a picture. According to the published research, credible 

semantic descriptions of objects in all visual regions have 

attracted a significant amount of interest from researchers, 

particularly in the field of attention mechanisms. For 

example, some works, such as [21], blend the use of visual 

words with aspects drawn from earlier terminology that did 

not involve the use of visual words. The attention model 

ought to be taught non-visual cues so that it can contribute to 

the development of non-visual words and assist ease the 

problem of misleading information [8]. 

2. Motivation 

Automatic image captioning, particularly has been rendered 

possible by machine learning as well as deep learning 

models, is one of the most helpful visual resources. It can be 

found on many websites. Applications include remote 

sensing, mapping, social networking sites like Facebook, 

automatic inference from photos, and many others.  

Building dynamic webpages, understanding medical images, 

and translating natural language to images are just a few 

examples. In addition, because to the widespread application 

of picture captioning, a variety of objects can be manually 

identified in photographs taken from a great distance by 

satellites as well as by medical professionals. Finding objects 

in photos is exceedingly difficult for experts and nearly 

impossible. It is imperative to make as much use as possible 

of machine learning and deep learning techniques in order to 

speed up the process of image interpretation. An efficient 

system for image captioning should be able automatically 

differentiate between both visual and non-visual things in a 

picture and label it in a way that is appropriate for each type 

of object. 

3. Related Work 

The creation of several models has been sparked by the 

increased interest of academics in picture captioning [22]–

[24]. CNN has been adopted as an encoder and RNN has 

been adopted as a decoder in a large number of state-of-the-

art techniques [25, 26] for evaluating images and producing 

captions as a result of the considerable breakthroughs made 

in Deep Neural Networks (DNNs). These advancements 

were made possible as a result of the significant progress 

made in DNNs. CNN is frequently utilised in the role of an 

encoder because of its ability to derive high-level contextual 

data from images. The retrieved features are then decoded 

using an RNN decoder to create captions. Since CNN is as 

well-liked as an approach to the processing of images, CNN-

RNN, which is an amalgamation of CNN and RNN, has 

become quite popular in the field of computer vision. The 

vast majority of research organisations make use of pre-

existing architectures such as ResNet-50 or DenseNet-121, 

but only a very small number of companies construct their 

very own networks from the bottom up. Since they are 

typically trained on huge, readily available datasets like 

ImageNet, these pre-trained neural networks can recognise 

visual elements. Pre-trained models can be used to new 

models to increase their precision while accelerating training. 

These models don't need to start from scratch because they 

are already familiar with the fundamental elements of an 

image. 

When creating captions, a precise and dynamic decoding of 

both visual and non-visual elements is necessary. Anderson 

et al. proposed a ground-breaking method known as "bottom-

up and top-down" in [22]. The crucial regions of an image 

that the bottom-up module determined are important are 

represented by a convolutional feature vector. Two LSTM 

networks make up the top-down module; the first serves as a 

top-down visual attention model and the second as a 

language model. Another paper [23] proposed a hybrid 

model that blends graph convolutional networks and LSTM 

in an effort to improve image representation by incorporating 

semantic and spatial relationships. The authors created two 

spatial and semantic graphs for this. Chen et al. created scene 

graphs using extensive captioning and structured language 

descriptions to get around the challenge of difficult image 

retrieval [24]. They introduced a scene graph matching 

technique and employed a customised CBIR dataset for in-

depth research. For image retrieval, a rigorous caption 

reasoning method with two steps—creating dense captions 

and building and analysing scene graphs—was applied. The 

model occasionally returns meaningless data because the 

decoder has problems recognising non-visual words like 

"was," "here," "put," etc. In order to solve this issue, the 

attention mechanism is crucial. The attention mechanism has 

advanced significantly in many sequence learning problems. 

It generates an attention result or weighted average vector by 

computing candidate vector scores, normalising those scores 

into weights using the Softmax function, and then applying 

those weights to the candidates. Numerous more attentional 

mechanisms, including multi-level attention [25], multi-head 

and self-attention, as well as spatial and channel-specific 

attention, have also been theorised. The unique technique 

known as "Attention on Attention" [26], created by Huang et 

al., is utilised by both the encoder and the decoder. It 

increases the encoder's ability to more accurately simulate 

relationships between different objects and aids the decoder 

in avoiding wasting time on unneeded outputs. Yan et al. 

presented a hierarchical attention mechanism-based 

framework in [27] using a policy gradient approach and 

generative adversarial network (GAN). Khan et al.'s 

innovative method [28] collects information from an image 
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to create a feature vector using a pre-trained CNN model. 

They also contained Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) for 

picture decoding. The authors coupled the Bahdanau 

attention mechanism and GRU to enable the learning process 

to focus on particular areas of a picture. However, these 

studies have not addressed the concept of transfer learning. 

An attention function converts a query and a set of key-value 

pairs into an output. The compatibility between the query and 

relevant keys determines how much weight is assigned to 

each result in the output, which is calculated by computing a 

weighted sum of the values. Three different types of 

attentional methods can be distinguished from the decoder's 

output:  

1) Attribute-based visual representation: A confidence vector 

is a matrix that not only includes objects and attributes, but 

also things, interactions, relations, and other elements. This 

matrix is used to describe the qualities of an image, and it is 

customary for this matrix to take the form of a vector. A text-

based semantics attention model was presented by the 

researchers that worked on this project [22]. The encoder 

may learn which areas of the image the model should 

concentrate on using this attention model, which is based on 

the previously created text. 

2) Without semantic labelling, a grid-based visual feature 

representation: It involves employing a CNN to extract 

features, which are then provided to the attention model. The 

attention model is concerned with particular spatial regions 

that need attention. A 1414 VGG-based end-to-end spatial 

attention model using both hard and soft methods was 

proposed by K. Xu et al. [23]. 

3) Object-based visual representation: Bidirectional RNN 

(BRNN) and Region-CNN (RCNN) were used in A. 

Karpathy et al.'s model [24] to connect picture areas with text 

segments and infer latent alignments. The sentences served 

as inadequate labels in this method. In order to generate 

visual descriptions, an end-to-end RNN model was 

employed.  

4. Proposed Methodology 

We use CNN, which provides the most accurate results 

possible for image processing, to enhance the estimation of 

captions. Figure 1 illustrates the suggested approach to the 

problem. Flattening an image and extracting its features are 

two of CNN's primary uses. It takes extensive knowledge of 

both visual and non-visual objects to accurately describe a 

picture. The many visual and non-visual objects interact 

with one another in different parts of an image in different 

ways. They only have these linkages under the specific 

terms that have been formed. It is designed specifically to 

create both visual and non-visual fine-grained semantic 

linkages. As can be seen in Figure 1, the feature vector is 

transformed into weights for each portion of the image to be 

analysed. 

Within a CNN, the filter kernel of each convolutional 

layer performs the role of a semantic detector. The semantic 

detector is responsible for calculating the weighted sum of 

all of the features of both visually and non-visually 

perceivable objects. A semantic relationship between 

distinct items is provided by semantic knowledge 

representation. The attention mechanism receives its input 

from the semantic information. As a result, it aids in 

improving the accuracy of the attention mechanism's 

performance. 

 

Fig 1. Proposed Framework 

The attention process is then employed to emphasise the key 

aspects as higher-level semantic information is learned. 

Following feature learning, captions are generated using 

pooling. In order to extract information from images while 

accounting for their complex characteristics, convolutional 

neural networks (CNNs) use a convolutional layer. To cut 

down on computing expenses, we selected pre-trained CNN 

models that had already been trained on huge image 

datasets. Transfer learning appears to be extremely 

beneficial for fast updating models. Once we have trained 

the models to achieve very high accuracy, updating them 

with new data is straightforward. Specifically, we used the 

pre-trained ResNetRS101 model and referenced our 

research. 

The ResNetRS101 model can identify key elements in an 

image and produce captions for them. The primary objective 

of this study is to determine whether a deep layered design 

is necessary to maintain optimal performance and how the 

model's architecture influences caption generation 

performance. Using a pre-trained deep neural network with 

an attention mechanism, we aim to identify the non-visual 

elements (such "here" and "with") that significantly 

contribute to the semantic meaning of image captions. Even 

in the instance of picture captioning, there is no need for 

retraining because pre-trained deep neural networks have 

already been trained on a huge number of photos to extract 

high-level properties. Pre-trained models are therefore 

expected to improve computing efficiency and reduce 

caption production costs. The attention technique is also 

applied to captioning photographs, when non-visual words 

are purposefully given greater attention than visual ones. 

A. Deep Feature Extractor 

Classical techniques, such as the histogram of oriented 

gradients (HOG) and the scale-invariant feature transform 
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(SIFT), have proven to be effective for performing a variety 

of computer vision tasks, such as object detection, 

classification, segmentation, and picture retrieval. These 

tasks have been successfully completed in the past. The past 

ten years have seen a large increase in the quantity of 

datasets that can be accessed, this has served as the 

contributing factor behind the production of learning-based 

descriptors such as AlexNet, ResNet, and GoogleNet [26–

34]. This increase in the quantity of datasets that can be 

accessed has been seen as a motivating force driving the 

creation of learning-based descriptors. Deep learning 

models require a lot of computational power in addition to a 

large amount of training data. Machine learning feature 

extractors, on the other hand, only require specialised 

knowledge. The underlying principle of features 

representation-learning based on vast volumes of processed 

picture data has not altered, despite the fact that many 

different architectures for deep learning have been devised. 

Computer models are now able to learn interpretations of 

data at various degrees of abstraction with the assistance of 

numerous layers of neural network processing. Each layer 

abstracts the representation from the previous layer in order 

to eventually understand distinguishing characteristics. 

However, it has a high GPU, time, and processor computing 

cost. Although this makes it feasible to extract high-level 

characteristics from a large amount of data to characterize 

the original image. Transfer learning using pre-trained 

models is therefore considered to be a workable solution to 

these issues.  

Deep learning has transformed not only computer vision 

but also related disciplines like natural language processing 

and image analysis in medicine. In this area, a number of 

pre-trained models have been introduced, taking their cue 

from convolutional neural networks' (CNNs') success with 

image captioning. However, the architectures of a number 

of pre-trained models based on deep learning and the 

Bahdanau mechanism for attention have not been compared 

to one another as of yet. For the purpose of this investigation, 

we make use of a model that has already been trained and is 

known as ResNetRS101 to generate captions for photos. The 

methodology for the captioning process as well as the 

fundamental structure of the pre-trained models are both 

detailed in this section. 

B. ResnetRS Architecture 

The term "residual networks," abbreviated as "Resnet," 

refers to a family of distinct deep neural networks that share 

the same topologies but employ varying levels of 

complexity. In order to forestall the gradual deterioration of 

deep neural networks over the course of their lifetimes, 

Resnet was designed with the presence of a structure known 

as a residual learning unit. When paired with a shortcut link, 

this unit's feedforward network architecture permits the 

development of fresh outputs as well as the insertion of 

entirely novel inputs to the network. This is made possible 

by the feedforward network structure. The most important 

advantage of including this component in the model is that 

it improves the reliability of categorization without 

introducing any new layers of complexity [23].  

Following ResNet's enormous success, it was intensively 

explored, and a few more ResNet variations were developed. 

Let's examine a few of these ResNet variations. A new 

family of ResNet architectures called ResNet-RS is 

developed using enhanced scaling and training techniques. 

ResNet-RS is 1.7x–2.7x quicker on TPUs than EfficientNets 

while maintaining comparable accuracy on ImageNet. 

ResNet-RS is 4.7 times faster than EfficientNet 

NoisyStudent and achieves 86.2% top-1 ImageNet accuracy 

in a large-scale semi-supervised learning setting [24]. The 

training methods extend to video classification on Kinetics-

400 and enhance transfer performance on a variety of 

downstream tasks, rivalling cutting-edge self-supervised 

algorithms. 

 

Fig 2. ResNet RS performance 

C. Transfer Learning 

Deep learning stands out due to the need for a large amount 

of data to function properly. The training procedure may 

result in under-fitting when the amount of data is 

insufficient. Researchers have created transfer learning 

methods to build deep learning networks with little training 

data in order to overcome this problem. The promise for 

accurate and effective picture classification is provided by 

transfer learning [30]. In this method, relevant features are 

found by pre-training a model on a dataset. The built-in 

model's pre-trained weights from ImageNet are initialised 

during implementation, ensuring that the previously 

discovered characteristics are taken into account and 

ultimately producing better results. 

D. Attention Mechanism 

Any source sentence, regardless of length, is encoded into a 

fixed-length vector in conventional machine translation 

encoder-decoder systems, which are then used by the 

decoder to produce a translation. However, when it comes 

to translating sentences, this method frequently produced 

subpar results. The difficulty for the decoder was to fit all of 

the incoming data into a single, fixed-size vector. 
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Unfortunately, dealing with excessively long words or 

circumstances where the traits differed across multiple 

photos, like image captioning, caused problems. In these 

circumstances, it is necessary to think about whether a single 

vector can sufficiently capture all the crucial data related to 

the image. Additionally, in some cases, non-visual elements 

should be given precedence over visual elements. 

The objective is to highlight the crucial words inside the 

sentences rather than concentrating on the entire vector. The 

performance bottleneck present in traditional encoder-

decoder systems was addressed by the Bahdanau focus [35], 

resulting in a significant improvement over the traditional 

approach. This attention mechanism, also known as additive 

attention, computes the encoder and decoder states linearly. 

The fundamental tenet of the Bahdanau attention 

mechanism is the weighted prioritisation of specific input 

vectors within a sequence. These attention weights, which 

describe how much "attention" should be given to each input 

word at each decoding level, are supplied to the decoder. 

The method developed by Bahdanau involves combining the 

forward and backward hidden states derived from the bi-

directional encoder with the undetectable states derived 

from the target that came before it in the case of a non-

stacking bidirectional decoder. In contrast to earlier models, 

which lacked attention and used just the most current 

encoder hidden state, the context vector is constructed by 

including both the encoder and the decoder's hidden states. 

Earlier models relied solely on the most recent encoder 

hidden state. A feed-forward neural network is used to 

calculate an alignment score, which is then used by the 

attention mechanism to direct both the input and the output 

sequences to concentrate on the most significant part of the 

image. The model generates captions for photos by 

forecasting context vectors linked to the source position and 

previously produced target words.  Figure 3 and the 

following description provide a detailed illustration of the 

Bahdanau attention model's design: 

• St-1 is the secret decoder state that existed at time step 

t-1. 

• Each decoder step produces a distinct context vector ct 

at time step t in order to produce a target word yt. 

• An annotation hi that concentrates on the i-th word out 

of all the words and captures the important information 

about that word. 

• Each annotation's weight value at the current time step 

t is equal to t,i. 

• The attention score et,i. produced by the given model a 

(.) demonstrates how well St1 and hi match. 

 

Fig 3. Attention Mechanism 

The Bahdanau architecture is represented in Figure 3 by a 

bidirectional recurrent neural network (BI-RNN), which 

combines an attention mechanism and functions as both an 

encoder and a decoder. 

5. Experimental Setup 

In the part that came before this one, we discussed the 

several approaches for extracting pre-trained deep learning 

features. This section provides an explanation of both the 

information being collected and the evaluation of the 

experiment. 

E. Dataset 

The most used dataset for picture captioning is Flickr8k. 

There are 8092 total photos in it, of which 6000 are utilised 

to train the model and 2000 to verify its effectiveness. There 

are five captions that are relevant to each image. The various 

captions are used to both train and test the model. In this 

effort, the data was filtered by removing superfluous words 

from an image's caption. The most and least commonly used 

words were initially calculated. Following that, we 

eliminated superfluous words as depicted in Figures 4 and 5. 
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Fig 4. Top 50 words in the dataset by frequency of use. 

 

 

Fig 5. After captions have been cleaned, the top 50 most 

and least used words in the dataset. 

F. Performance Metrics: 

We employed a variety of criteria, which are explained 

below, to evaluate the effectiveness of model prediction: 

Bilingual evaluation understudy or BLEU: This well-known 

machine translation statistic gauges the degree to which one 

sentence resembles other sentences in a collection. Papineni 

et al. made the suggestion in [25]. It is possible to return a 

value, with a higher value indicating a greater degree of 

resemblance. By counting the n-grams that are present in the 

reference sentence, this methodology arrives at an estimate 

of the total number of n-grams that are found in each 

sentence. A token is referred to as a unigram, which can also 

be abbreviated as a one-gram. On the other hand, a bi-gram 

is an abbreviation for a pair of words. 

G. Experiment Settings 

The ideal collection of parameters for each model was our 

goal. In order to do that, we split the data into two sets: a 

training set of 6000 data points, a testing set of 1000, and a 

validation set of 1000. The frequency of the most and least 

utilised words in our sample was initially measured. All of 

the captions were given and labelled at the pre-processing 

stage. The goal is for the models to be able to distinguish 

between the beginning and finish of captions. Utilising 

VGG16, a pre-trained model developed using the ImageNet 

dataset, is the next stage. It has fully connected layers and 

convolutional layers. We did tokenization and built 

language to produce image captions. Vector notations are 

created for each word in the caption. 

Encoder and decoder: To create captions, we use RNN as 

the decoder and ResNetRS101 as the encoder. Although 

CNN's final layer, known as Softmax, is employed for 

classification, we deleted it for this study in order to feed the 

decoder's features. The batch size, the number of units, the 

learning rate, and the embedding dimension are all set to 64 

for ResNetRS101 implementation. It employs Adam 

optimizer. The error is computed using the sparse cross-

entropy. The dropout was set to 0.5. ResNetRS101 has over 

60 million trainable parameters in total. 

II. RESULTS 

The following are the results and the BLEU Score produced 

for sample images: 

 

Fig 6. Sample Image 

 

Fig 7. Sample Image 

 

Fig 8. Sample Image 
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6. Conclusion 

The goal of this effort was to create a model for 

automatically creating image captions using different CNN. 

The use of transfer learning techniques is the overall theme 

of this work. As a result, in this research, we examined 

ResNetRS101's performance as a pre-trained deep learning 

model. Additionally, we added the Bahdanau attention 

mechanism to the two pre-trained deep learning CNNs. We 

demonstrate the critical significance that semantic 

knowledge plays in producing accurate captions using the 

Bahdanau attention mechanism. The effectiveness of 

attention-based learning in comparison to conventional 

image captioning techniques was tested in experiments. Our 

research has produced promising findings. Due to Flickr8K's 

limited dataset, deeper models perform better on the 

retrieval task than shallow ones. This research can also be 

strengthened by using multiple attention strategies with 

various pre-trained CNN architectures. In order to test the 

local and limited attention mechanism so that the model is 

able to create captions for many various sorts of inputs, such 

as images, videos, and audios, etc., additional algorithmic 

techniques for deep learning, such as Transformers, can be 

introduced into the model. This allows for the evaluation of 

these mechanisms so that the model can generate captions 

for as many different types of inputs as possible. These 

approaches allow the model to provide captions for a wide 

variety of inputs. 
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